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In this article the wrong figure appeared as Fig.  8. Fig-
ure 8a and d are incorrectly placed (Fig. 8a and d have the 
same image) and it is given below,
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The figure should have appeared as shown below.

Fig. 8 Effect of different tea cultivars on protoplast isolation. (a) TV23 (b) 
Kangra Asha (c) Him Sphurti and (d) Upasi 9 (at 400x and bar = 20 μm)

In this article the statement in the Funding information 
section was incorrectly given as “The Council of Scientific 
and Industrial Research (CSIR), India [MLP-0170 (FBR-
Genome-Editing Network Project MLP-008)] financially 
supported this study.” and should have read “The Council 
of Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR), India [MLP-
0170 (FBR-Genome-Editing Network Project MLP-007)] 
financially supported this study.”

In the Acknowledgements section, additional sentence 
has been included “This manuscript represents CSIR-
IHBT communication number 5460.’’.

The original article has been corrected.
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